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Abstract: Polynomials are algebraic expressions involving a sum of powers in one or more variables multiplied by its
coefficients. If x is a variable, a0x n +a1x n-1 +a2x n-2 +....+an then it's a (n) powers polynomial. Human is capable to solve
this type of mathematical problems. In this work, we propose a system in which machines can achieve the cognitional skills that
can understand the problem by visual context. By taking an input image of Handwritten polynomial equations and simplifies the
problem by generating the answer as an output. Here machine can able to solve quadratic, cubic, quartic, quantic, sextic as well
as (n) powers polynomials. This proposed work can be workable in an embedded system as well as a mobile application. In this
scope for recognition purposes, we use a CNN model. Robust handwritten character recognition is a tricky job in the area of
image processing. Among all the problem handwritten mathematical expression recognition is one of the complicated issue in
the area of computer vision research. Segmentation and classification of specific character makes the task more difficult. In this
paper a group of handwritten quadratic equation as well as a single quadratic equation are considered to recognize and make a
solution for those equations. Horizontal compact projection analysis and combined connected component analysis methods are
used for segmentation. For classification of specific character we apply Convolutional Neural Network. Each of the correct
detection, character string operation is used for the solution of the equation. The proposed workflow system automatically
simplifies the Handwritten polynomial equation and has been done a really good performance. Developing an automatic
equation recognizer and solver has been a desire of the researchers who worked in the field of NLP for many years.
Keywords: Handwritten Equation, Simplification, Preprocessing, Segmentation, Implementation, Recognition, CNN, Polynomial
expressions, Image processing.
I.
INTRODUCTION
The effectiveness of mathematics in human daily life and natural science is like a blessing of God. All places of science are
standing with the influence of mathematics. Since polynomials are used for describing various types of curves, humans use them in
real-world problems like graph curves. For example, engineers use polynomials to graph the curves of roller coasters and bridges.
Polynomial functions are used in economics to do cost analyses. Polynomials are mostly used to the 3D curves representation and
surfaces of the objects, find the motion of a particle under the influence of gravity, forecast sales trends, develop profit margins,
nursing, psychiatrists are used to determining schedules and keep records of patient progress. Nowadays, solving a handwritten
mathematical equation with the help of AI is a supreme area in scientific research. Math expressions contain different sizes and two
dimensional convention. The major part of this work is segmentation to the sequence of the expression and through the recognition,
the process simplifies the math and shows the output to the user. From the segmented image, classification is done by using a CNN
model. CNN eliminated property from the image by a sequence of actions. With the help of the CNN model after successfully
recognizing each of the segmented digits and operators, we perform a string operation to calculate those expressions.
II.
METHODOLOGY
In the proposed system develops a model which recognize and evaluates the handwritten polynomial equation using convolutional
neural network. Convolutional Neural Network is used for classification, image processing and segmentation .we propose a system
in which machines can achieve the cognitional skills that can understand the problem by visual context. By taking an input image of
Handwritten polynomial equations and simplifies the problem by generating the answer as an output. In this approach, the main hub
is on handwritten polynomial equation simplify. As there is not any proper work that can successfully handle the problem for
handwritten images. The past work only focuses on the recognition level of the equation and not concentrated on multivariable
identification in the equation to solve the problem. This work motivated to handle a multivariable segmentation and recognition
efficiently and show the result is and every variable in the equation. After preprocessing, segmentation, and recognition of the input
image, generating a string equation from that image and simplify that expression is the main target.
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Fig. 1 – System Architecture
A. Preprocessing
Preprocessing is the method in which the input image transforms and modified to make it a suitable quality for the recognition
purpose. At first, convert the original input image into grayscale image cause in the color image the identification of character is
more challenging. Then removing the noise from the grayscale image makes it a more suitable quality. At last turn the image into
binary inverse. This method changes all the pixel values 0-255. This will reduce our computational time for segmentation.
Eliminating all the unnecessary pixel values as much as possible. Fig 2(a) and 2(b) shows the input image and preprocessed image
respectively.

B. Line Segmentation
In the input image, there will be a multiline of characters. Thus, by applying text line segmentation on the image that can be
identified is there multiple handwritten equation exits or not. In the input image between two lines have a minimum horizontal gap
approximately 5-pixel size. By iterate through horizontally in the image, if we find the pixel value is 255 (white pixel), that means
it’s a text. The white pixel value is considered as a text. If the sum of a horizontal row is 0 that means it’s a black row and it is
considered as a gap between two lines. Line segmentation massively used in many languages [11] and earn a great achievement.
Fig 3 shows the line detection of the preprocessed image.

C. Character Segmentation
Segmentation of a character is a way to extract individual images of the character from the line image [12]. As the preprocessed
image have only binary pixel values, it is easy to find the character indexes. Every two characters have a minimum gap between
them. To find a character we calculate the summation of all pixels from each column in the image. If the resulting sum of each
column is less than or equal to five (Black pixel value 0) then it is called a gap and suspect as a character. So, the idea is in the yaxis connected white pixel is considered as a separate character shown in fig 4. After finding the gaps between each character it is
easy to separate the images using this method [1]. To remove the unnecessary horizontal gaps from the images, calculate the firstpixel value index and the last pixel value index in the column from the image, and copy all the pixels between them. Finally, resize
the separated image into pixel size of (28×28). Fig 5 shows the segmented characters.
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D. Dataset Preparation
For training, this proposed model used MathNet [13] dataset for collecting the handwritten arithmetic symbols, MNIST [14] for
handwritten digits and EMNIST [15] for handwritten alphabets which used as a variable in polynomial equations. We prepared a
dataset containing 21 classes, each class contains 800-900 image data in total 16,000 binary images. Which include 0-9 numerals, 8
variables, and 3 mathematical symbols and operator. For better computational purposes all images converted into the 28×28-pixel
size and kept in Comma-separated values (CSV) format. In fig 6 shows some dataset sample images.

III.

RESULT

A. Load the Datasets
At first, load the training images Dataset.

Fig.7 - Load the Training images dataset
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Fig.8 : Load the Test images dataset

Fig. 9: Load Equation image
Solving the equation and displaying the final output.

IV.
CONCLUSION
In this presence, handwritten polynomial equation simplification has been described. To simplify the math, the main task don in
the feature extraction from the image and recognition with the help of the CNN model. If the CNN model classifies correctly all of
the segmented images then this will be generated the correct list of equations. Which will be better for the simplification part. This
is a successful representation of the state of the art.
V.
FUTURE SCOPE
In future days the main focus will be to try to raise the precision level and build a segmentation system that can successfully
segment two connected digits, and also increase the performance level of the dataset.
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